Abstract: Apparatus for recovering thermal energy escaping through a wall structure. The apparatus comprising a wall structure (2) provided with a thermal energy recovery layer, the thermal energy recovery layer having an arrangement of one or more air breathable sections provided adjacent one or more non-air breathable sections. Rising or falling air (3) at an outer surface of the wall structure (2) passes over the one or more non-air breathable sections to collect escaping hot or cold thermal energy before passing through the one or more breathable sections to thereby be recovered. Further provided is an air collection means (4) for collecting warmed air rising up or cold air flowing down an external wall of said building. The air collection means comprising a tapering converging guide member extending outwardly from the building’s wall (2) for collecting and directing rising or falling air into the building.
The present invention relates to an apparatus for reclaiming thermal energy escaping from a body, in particular a building.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems are generally necessary to maintain a comfortable living environment for occupants within enclosed spaces such as homes and public buildings. In temperate climates such as the UK this is, of course, particularly important during the winter months. However, the production and distribution of heat requires the expenditure of energy, which is often obtained by the burning of fossil fuels. The burning of fossil fuels is well known to produce various pollutants including carbon dioxide, which is a greenhouse gas linked with the dangers of global warming.

The construction and operation of buildings are together responsible for more than 40% of all primary energy consumption in developed countries such as the UK. The emissions from buildings generate more than 50% of the UK's annual carbon emissions, commonly known as a "carbon footprint". Reducing carbon emissions is widely accepted as critical in the fight against climate change. It is therefore of importance to minimize the expenditure of energy for maintaining a suitable temperature within buildings. This would reduce energy costs, lower carbon emissions and create a more healthy living environment.

Heating systems are commonly used in homes and public buildings. Some heating systems can utilize several local heating units such as gas or electric fires. Other heating systems can contain a single heating unit which is often situated centrally within the building. In these central
heating systems a single boiler, furnace, heat pump or other heat generating device acts to heat a fluid medium such as water, steam or air, which is then distributed around the building to various points, for example to a series of radiators. Primarily, radiators act to heat a wide body of air within a building through both conduction and also convection, whereby in the latter case a circulation of air is created by the action of less dense warm air rising through its more dense cooler surrounding air. Thus a single radiator can act to heat a wide volume of air as the air circulates around a room.

It is furthermore commonplace for new buildings to contain a form of insulation, but there are also many old buildings that contain no insulation whatsoever. Heat flow through material making up the walls of a building is determined by the material's resistance to heat flow and the temperature difference across the material. Thus a heated building in winter will conduct heat outwards through the walls, roof and floor to a greater or lesser degree depending upon the temperature difference and the quality and quantity of insulation.

Traditional insulation is designed primarily to prevent heat loss from inside the building to the outside of the building. Any loss of heat to the outside of the building is traditionally wasted energy. More energy is expended in order to replace this wasted energy, which leads to increased carbon emissions or a larger "carbon footprint". However, no traditional insulation systems of reasonable cost can be 100% effective at preventing heat loss from a building to its surrounding environment.

Furthermore, traditional insulation is often combined with measures designed to prevent heat loss that are centred on
cutting down infiltration and ventilation rates – i.e., effectively retaining inside the building as much air as possible. This can lead to increased humidity which can lead to condensation, damp, black spotting, an increased sensation of stuffiness, and lower general health of the occupants through "sick building syndrome". Thus a totally sealed environment is generally to be avoided.

The present invention seeks to alleviate the problems associated with the above.

According to the present invention there is provided apparatus for recovering thermal energy escaping through a wall structure, said apparatus comprising: a wall structure provided with a thermal energy recovery layer, the thermal energy recovery layer having an arrangement of one or more air breathable sections provided adjacent one or more non-air breathable sections, whereby air at an outer surface of the wall structure passes over the one or more non-air breathable sections to collect escaping thermal energy before passing through the one or more breathable sections to thereby be recovered.

The present invention therefore seeks to compensate for non-existing or imperfect insulation of a building or other body by reclaiming thermal energy escaping from the exterior of the building or other body and delivering the reclaimed thermal energy back into the interior of the building or other body. In this respect, the term "thermal energy" includes both hot and cold thermal energy. The present invention therefore aims to reduce the extent of traditionally wasted thermal energy escaping from a building or other body. Thereby the amount of energy required to maintain the interior temperature of the building or other body by heating or cooling is minimized and its "carbon
footprint" reduced.

The present invention further mitigates heat loss or gain whilst still allowing a circulation of air between the interior and exterior of a building or other body. It therefore allows an effective system of insulation which also permits circulation of fresh air into the building, thereby seeking to provide an optimum temperature, humidity and air purity of the interior of a building. Thus the living environment of the interior of the building is maintained a sustainable, energy efficient and healthy environment for the occupants of the building. The breathable sections may take the form of air-permeable modules which help to cycle warm air into the building during winter or conversely cold air into the building during summer. Moreover, the air-permeable modules may have filtering characteristics for filtering out airborne pollutants from external atmospheric air, thereby, for example, helping to alleviate symptoms of asthma for occupants.

Preferably, in the case of recovering escaping heat energy, the one or more air breathable sections are generally vertically elevated with respect to the one or more non air-breathable sections. In this regard, as the air rises it will naturally pass over the one or more non air breathable sections and over the one or more air breathable sections.

Conveniently, the wall structure has an outer layer, an outer cavity being formed between the outer layer and the heat recovery layer. Preferably, the outer layer has one or more vents for introducing air into the outer cavity. Such vents are ideally provided at or adjacent the base of the non air-breathable sections in the wall structure.

Conveniently, the wall structure further comprises an inner
layer, an inner cavity being formed between the heat recovery layer and the inner layer.

Preferably, air drawn in across the recovery layer is collected in the inner cavity and channeled into a structure bounded by the wall structure.

Conveniently, the apparatus further comprises a converging collection member provided at or adjacent the vertical extent of the wall structure. The converging collection member may take the form of an upturned scoop in cross-section. The collection member may furthermore be provided as an elongated channel running along the length of the top of the wall structure, for example at the roof line thereof. As such, the collection member is preferably configured to collect air up to 25 cm away from the external surface of the outer layer of the wall structure. The scoop seeks to collect any residual rising air, before it is otherwise lost to the atmosphere over the roof of the building.

Preferably, pressure differential means are provided for establishing a pressure differential between opposite sides of the heat recovery layer such that air is drawn through the breathable sections. Such pressure differential means may comprise a Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery unit.

Circulation of air from the interior to the exterior of a building is beneficial for the well-being of the occupants for replenishment of oxygen and for preventing excessive humidity within the living environment.

Conveniently, the air breathable and non-air breathable sections are provided as modular panels. Preferably, the panels are removable for repair/replacement. As such, they are versatile and can be used within different construction methods.
Conveniently, the breathable sections have graduated filtering profiles, for progressively filtering air passing therethrough.

According to a further aspect of the present invention there is provided apparatus for recovering heat escaping from a building through a wall structure, said apparatus comprising:—air collection means for collecting rising warmed air from an external surface, or boundary layer, of said wall structure; a main cavity for collecting said rising warmed air; said main cavity comprising one or more inlets to a breathable insulating filter section, through which said warmed air can pass before being channeled for introduction into said building.

Preferably, the air collection means comprises a converging guide member provided at or adjacent the vertical extent of the wall structure. Such a guide member may be provided at the roof line of a building.

Conveniently, the collection means comprises a wall structure configuration having:—an outer layer; a heat recovery layer, and an inner layer, wherein external air is provided to an outer cavity between the outer layer and the heat recovery layer, the heat recovery layer being permeable to allow air to pass therethrough to an inner cavity which collects and directs air to said main cavity.

In this way, a blanket of tempered outdoor air forms over the heat recovery layer which has been pre-heated by waste heat through the heat recovery layer. This tempered air can is then allowed to pass into the inner cavity before being directed to the main cavity.

Preferably, said main cavity is provided in the roof
structure of a building.

Conveniently, the main cavity is formed between the roof wall and the breathable insulating filter section.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, there is provided apparatus for recovering heat escaping from a building, said apparatus comprising:

- an air collection means for collecting warmed air rising up an external wall of said building, said air collection means comprising a converging guide member for coupling at or adjacent the building's roof line, the guide member in use extending outwardly from the building's wall for collecting and directing rising air into the building.

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described in detail by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 is a schematic view of a conventional house and the heat escaping therefrom;
- Figure 2 is a schematic view of a house fitted with a heat recovery apparatus according to a first embodiment of the present invention;
- Figure 3 is a schematic view of a house with a dynamic roof and heat recovery scoop system according to a second embodiment of the present invention;
- Figure 4 is a cross sectional view of a wall section according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
- Figure 5 is a partially cut away perspective view of the wall section of Figure 4;
- Figure 6 is an enlarged diagram of the roof system of Figure 3;
Figure 7 shows the measurement points for the heat scoop effect used in the experimental test of a third embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 8 shows the experimental result of the tests conducted on the third embodiment shown in Figure 7 for the week commencing 14th Jan 2008, with plots of (a) indoor and outdoor temperatures, (b) front and rear heat scoop temperature rises, and (c) median wind speeds; and

Figure 9 shows the experimental result of the tests conducted on the third embodiment shown in Figure 7 for the week commencing 7th July 2008, with plots of (a) indoor and outdoor temperatures, (b) front and rear heat scoop temperature rises, and (c) median wind speeds.

The embodiments of the present invention described below are for use with a house, although the present invention can also be applied to any building, such as a school, hospital, residential tower block, office block, industrial building, municipal building, etc.

In this respect, Figure 1 shows a conventional house 1 whose insulation is less than 100% efficient. As such, in winter heat is conducted through external walls 2 to heat the air 3 surrounding the exterior of the building. The warmed air expands, becomes less dense than the surrounding atmosphere and consequently rises away from the house. Colder air from the surrounding atmosphere moves in to replace the space around the house, is itself warmed by conduction of heat through the walls of the house and also rises away from the house. Thus a cycle of heating exterior air is created and the energy to drive this cycle is continually expelled into the atmosphere and wasted. In summer, as outdoor temperatures soar, the cycle is reversed and the exterior walls of the house become relatively cool through conduction with its interior to thereby cool the air layer that blankets the
house. The cool air falls away from the house, to be replaced by warm outdoor air and so the cycle of coolth loss continues.

5 Figure 2 shows a conventional house installed with apparatus of a first embodiment of the present invention. The air blanket surrounding the exterior of the house is again heated by conduction through the external walls of the house as in Figure 1. The warmed air, which can be up to 7°C higher in temperature than its surroundings, rises and is collected by a collection means (heat scoop) 4 which delivers the warm air via suitable channeling 5 into the interior of the building. Thus, the energy previously used to heat the air surrounding the external walls, which would have been lost to the atmosphere from a traditional house, is reclaimed back into maintaining the temperature of the interior of the house. As less energy is wasted, less energy is required to maintain the temperature of the house and its carbon footprint is reduced substantially. Moreover, abundant fresh air is circulated into the house from the outside without cost penalty.

Figure 4, shows how the wall structure of the house of Figure 2 has been enhanced for recovering heat loss. As shown, the wall structure comprises an outer layer 7 and a heat recovery layer 8. The outer layer 7 and heat recovery layer 8 enclose an outer cavity 9, and a vent 10 at the base of the wall structure allows air to enter into the outer cavity. As shown in Figure 5, air in this cavity flows over non-breathable or static panels 11 and is warmed by heat loss through conduction from the interior of the building through the non-breathable panels. The air, thus suitably warmed, will rise through the cavity and pass over the breathable or dynamic panels 12. The warmed air is drawn through the breathable or dynamic panels 12 and into an inner cavity 13.
is returned to the recovery layer of the building. The heat recovery layer is formed to incorporate breathable and non breathable sections. The breathable sections are breathable in the sense of dynamically insulated breathable wall technology, namely that they allow air to pass through them at a rate compatible with the provision of fresh air ventilation to indoor spaces.

Figures 3 and 6 shows a second embodiment of the present invention, comprising the boundary layer recovery heat scoop of the present invention together with a dynamic roof apparatus for the purpose of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC). The boundary layer recovery scoop, and recovery layer in the wall structure again act to collect the rising warm air surrounding the external walls of the building and channel the warm collected air into a main cavity in the roof of the house. The cavity is formed between an external boundary layer such as the roof tiles and a series of air permeable or breathable dynamic "Energyflo™" cells. The Energyflo™ cells are connected to a Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery unit (MVHR) as can be seen in Figure 6, which draws the warm external air into the interior of the house. The MVHR can also act to extract stale (hot or cold) air from the interior of the house and expel it to the atmosphere. The average temperature in the recovery layer of the dynamic roof arrangement is on average up to 7°C higher than the outdoor ambient temperature.

Experimental Example

A third embodiment of the present invention is described below in relation to Figures 7 to 9. This third embodiment is a full-scale confidential building trial conducted in the City of Edinburgh, Scotland. The observed experimental performance of the the heat scoop effect of this third
embodiment is summarised below.

The test house featured a dynamically insulated roof, used to supply fresh, pre-heated, filtered ventilation air to the house via a MVHR unit as shown in Figure 7. The air intakes were along front and rear eves of the roof, directly above the warm blanket of air (the heat recovery layer) that develops as a result of heat loss through the conventionally insulated walls of the house. The incoming air temperatures at the intakes 19,20, outdoor ambient temperature 21, indoor temperature 22 and external wind 23,24 (front and sideways components) were continuously monitored and recorded over an extended period of 1 year.

The results shown in Figures 8 and 9 are for one representative week in winter (starting 14th January 2008) and one week in summer (starting 7th July 2008), respectively. The measure of scoop heat recovery is temperature rises above ambient. The effect of external wind was considered.

During the winter week the average temperature rise was 3°C (1.4°C min to 6.4°C max) from the rear-facing scoop and 5°C (2.9°C min to 7.3°C max) from the front-facing scoop. The average energy recovered was around 20% (12% min to 33% max) of the total heat loss through the front and back walls. The rear scoop appears to be sensitive the normal wind component -see link between (b) and (c) during the second half of 15th of January. Also, the evening dip on 18th January confirms the relationship between heat loss and indoor to outdoor temperature difference - see the link between (a) and (b).

During the summer week the average temperature rise was 4.7°C (1.2°C min to 10.9°C max) from the rear-facing scoop and 5.9°C (4°C min to 10.9°C max) from the front-facing scoop. The average energy recovered was comparable to that observed for
the winter week when the large temperature swings attributed to solar gain have been factored out. The front and rear scoop gains are almost identical and both are sensitive mid-day solar gains – see the multiple links between (a) and (b) throughout the week. The only significant wind during a relatively calm week, over the 9th and 10th of July, does not appear to have any effect.

During the winter week the house was unoccupied, whereas during the summer week it was occupied. This is evident from a comparison of the indoor temperature plots in Figures 8 (a) and 9 (a). The variability of indoor temperatures in the latter is attributed to occupancy.

The above results relate to an non-optimised experimental evaluation of the heat scoop effect for a building featuring an exposed heat recovery layer. From this experimental third embodiment it is expected that, once optimised, embodiments of the present will be able to deliver greater levels of heat recovery.

The present invention is able to form the basis for a new approach and new products and applications in both the new and retrofit / refurbishment building markets and beyond. In this respect, heat scoop of the present invention can dramatically improve efficiency in buildings, and particularly in currently energy inefficient homes and buildings, including the millions of hard to insulate solid wall dwellings in existence.

It will be understood that the embodiments illustrated above describe the invention in particular forms only for the purposes of illustration. In practice, the invention may be applied to many different configurations, including, but not limited to, building heating and cooling applications,
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), fresh air ventilation or any heat recovery application involving boundary layer heat transfer. The detailed embodiments of which would be straightforward for those skilled in the art to implement.

For example, in the above illustrative embodiments, the various features of the present invention have been described within the context of air being heated by the building and rising up the exterior of the building. In such cases, the interior building temperature is higher than the external air temperature, as is the case in winter or in colder climates. Nevertheless, it will also be understood that the present invention is equally applicable where the interior building temperature is lower than the external air temperature, such as in hotter climates or during the summer. In such cases, with the present invention, the walls of the building are relatively cool compared to the external air temperature. This causes the air over the outer surface of the wall to be cooled, causing it to fall/flow downwardly. The coolth in this relatively cool air can then be collected by the present invention and returned to the interior of the building in order to retain the cooler air temperature indoors. In this way, the present invention is able to recover the coolth or cold flows escaping from the building. This is important as significant amounts of energy are often used in order to keep a building cool, for example by air conditioning units. As such, as well as the recovery of hot thermal energy described in the above embodiments, the present invention is also able to recover cold thermal energy. The present invention is recovering "thermal energy" in the sense that it is retaining the energy used to cool the interior of the building, or retaining energy which would have otherwise been used to keep the building cool. As such, the cold thermal energy is embodied in the coolth or cold flows escaping from the
building which are subsequently recovered by the present invention.

In this connection, in the embodiments of the present invention where the wall structure is provided with a heat recovery layer having an arrangement of air breathable sections and adjacent non-air breathable sections, the air at an outer surface of the wall structure passes over the one or more non-air breathable sections. Here, the air is cooled by the escaping coolth, which causes it to fall. That is, the relatively cool outer wall surface acts to cool the warmer exterior air. The descending cooled air then passes through the one or more breathable sections into the building's interior to thereby recover the coolth.

In other embodiments, an air collection means may be provided having a guide member which extends outwardly from the building's wall and upwardly so as to collect falling cooled air and direct it back into the building. In some embodiments, the air collection means may also enable collection of both cool and warm air from the outer boundary of the exterior wall. For example, the air collection means may be provided with two guide members or channels which, respectively, face upwardly and downwardly so that, depending on conditions, falling cool air or rising hot air can be collected and returned into the building.

Accordingly, it will be understood that embodiments of the present invention are therefore able to recover both hot and cold thermal energy.
1. Apparatus for recovering thermal energy escaping through a wall structure, said apparatus comprising:
   - a wall structure provided with a thermal energy recovery layer, the thermal energy recovery layer having an arrangement of one or more air breathable sections provided adjacent one or more non-air breathable sections, whereby air at an outer surface of the wall structure passes over the one or more non-air breathable sections to collect escaping thermal energy before passing through the one or more breathable sections to thereby be recovered.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the thermal energy is heat and the one or more breathable sections are generally vertically elevated with respect to the one or more non-breathable sections.

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the wall structure comprises an outer layer, an outer cavity being formed between the outer layer and the recovery layer.

4. Apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the outer layer has one or more vents for introducing air into the outer cavity.

5. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, wherein the wall structure further comprises an inner layer, an inner cavity being formed between the recovery layer and the inner layer.

6. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein air recovered through the recovery layer is collected in the inner cavity and channeled into a structure bounded by the wall structure.
7. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, further comprising a converging collection member provided at or adjacent the vertical extent of the wall structure.

8. Apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the converging collection member takes the form of an upturned scoop in cross-section.

9. Apparatus according to claim 7 or 8, wherein air is collected up to 25 cm from the external surface of the outer layer.

10. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, wherein air is drawn through the breathable sections by means of a Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery unit.

11. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, wherein the breathable and non-breathable sections are provided as panels.

12. Apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the panels are removable for repair/replacement.

13. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, wherein the breathable sections have graduated filtering profiles, for progressively filtering air passing therethrough.

14. Apparatus for recovering heat escaping from a building through a wall structure, said apparatus comprising:

- air collection means for collecting rising warmed air from an external surface of said wall structure;
- a main cavity for collecting said rising warmed air, said main cavity comprising one or more inlets to a breathable insulating filter section through which said
warmed air can pass, before being channeled for introduction into said building.

15. Apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the air collection means comprises a converging guide member provided at or adjacent the vertical extent of the wall structure.

16. Apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein the collection means comprises a wall structure configuration having:

- an outer layer;
- a heat recovery layer, and
- an inner layer,

wherein external air is provided to an outer cavity between the outer layer and the heat recovery layer, the heat recovery layer being permeable to allow air to pass therethrough to an inner cavity which collects and directs air to said main cavity.

17. Apparatus according to any of claims 14 to 16, wherein said main cavity is provided in the roof structure of a building.

18. Apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the main cavity is formed between the roof wall and the breathable insulating filter section.

19. Apparatus for recovering heat escaping from a building, said apparatus comprising:

- an air collection means for collecting warmed air rising up an external wall of said building, said air collection means comprising a converging guide member for coupling at or adjacent the building's roof line,
wherein the guide member, in use, extending outwardly from the building's wall for collecting and directing rising warmed air into the building.

5 20. Apparatus for cooling the temperature of air entering a building, said apparatus comprising: -
   an air collection means for collecting air flowing down and cooled by an external wall of said building, said air collection means comprising a tapering converging guide member for coupling at or adjacent said external wall,
   the guide member, in use, extending outwardly from the building's wall for collecting and directing falling cooled air into the building.

15 21. Apparatus for recovering a hot or cold air flow resulting from escaping thermal energy at an outer surface of a building, said apparatus comprising: -
   an air collection means for collecting warmed air rising up, or cooled air flowing down an external wall of said building, said air collection means comprising a tapering converging guide member for coupling at or adjacent the building's external wall,
   the guide member, in use, extending outwardly from the building's wall for collecting and directing rising or falling air into the building.

22. Apparatus for recovering thermal energy through a wall structure, said apparatus comprising: -
   a wall structure provided with a energy recovery layer, the energy recovery layer having an arrangement of one or more air breathable sections provided adjacent one or more non-air breathable sections,
   whereby air at an outer surface of the wall structure passing over the one or more non-air breathable sections is
heated or cooled thereby, and then rises or falls before passing through the one or more breathable sections.

23. Apparatus for recovering thermal energy escaping from a building through a wall structure, said apparatus comprising:

- air collection means for collecting rising warmed air or falling cooled air from an external surface of said wall structure;

- a main cavity for receiving said rising warmed air or falling cooled air from the air collection means, said main cavity comprising one or more inlets to a breathable insulating filter section through which said warmed or cooled air can pass, before being channeled for introduction into said building.

24. An apparatus substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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